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Welcome to the online store SIM - Center
sales of commercial led lighting!
Free shipping from 30 000 RUB. Lighting project as a gift SIM online marketplace oﬀer oﬃce and
commercial led lighting from reputable manufacturers at the best prices. The project aims to oﬀer
quality led lamps as well as accessories and consumables to ensure the comfort and safety of an
apartment on the most favorable terms for You. Despite the crisis, the construction industry develops
in a country is constantly increasing the pace. To meet the growing demand for high-quality longlasting led lights from the best manufacturers - that is the task of the company SIM which oﬀers
cooperation to beneﬁt both the construction companies and producers of contemporary lighting
systems. We provide services in the selection of products to meet customer requirements and deliver
products at the customer's convenience place and time. Today, the key issue in the implementation
of projects is cost reduction. Whereby it is possible to reduce the ﬁnal cost in the budget without
sacriﬁcing quality is Not always cheap means poor quality. When choosing products sold by the
company SIM you make a choice in favor of the ideal ratio price-quality. Especially the question of
ﬁnding an inexpensive and quality lighting elements of oﬃce or production space actual for Moscow
where implemented many construction projects and the pace of construction and the quality
requirements are high. SIM company oﬀers led lamps cheap not only wholesale buyers but also for
those who want to buy retail quality lighting at a discount for construction of private projects. To oﬀer
favorable terms to all of our customers allows direct cooperation with manufacturers of led lights for
oﬃce or store, without intermediaries and without additional price markups. The products we select to
its customers meets all quality requirements of reliability and aesthetic appeal. At the same time
selling their goods on our online site lamps where the construction company may purchase all
necessary for implementation of the project products presented by the rulers of diﬀerent names
manufacturers beneﬁt accordingly oﬀer best prices and guarantee the quality of lighting. When
purchasing led products in the company SIM you are able to get in one company with everything
needed to install lighting of all types - from oﬃce lamps and elements for led lighting of commercial
areas to industrial and warehouse led lamps and lighting elements common
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